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At the current stage in the development of nuclear physios sev¬ 

eral theories are used in the attempt to explain experimental results. 

Mo single one of these theories* or models* has been found to he cap¬ 

able of describing accurately the interaction of a large variety of 

nuclei .with bombarding particles* 

Much experimental information is already available v;hlch must 

be explained by any fully satisfactory nuclear theory# Shis infor¬ 

mation consists of energies of excited states, reaction cross sect¬ 

ions, spins, etc* in order to aid the development of a successful 

theory it is desirable that all experimental quantities be knows to 

as great an accuracy as is possible# Measurement of the observable 

properties of nuclei by various independent methods is desirable in 

order to reduce the possibility that experimental observations have 

led to erroneous coneluesions* >•' 

fhe existence of excited states of the nuclei may bo considered 

to be one of the most basic qualities which must be explained by a 

theory, since only conservation of energy and momentum are required to 

demonstrate their existence experimentally* In some cases the excited 

states may be observed by examination of gamma rays and beta particles 

as well as analysis of various charged particles* She particles ob¬ 

served may be those which can be considered as having been inelastic- 

ally scattered from the incoming beams or may be of a different type 

than the incident particles* and may then be considered as having been 

emitted fTom the compound nucleus formed by the target nucleus and 

the inoidant particle* 
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fhe shell theory has had remarkable success la explaining prop¬ 

erties of medium end heavy nuclei near closed sheila* However* there 

Is no unifora model which may he used for the light elements* She 

moot successful description of light nuclei has beanigivea by alpha 
12 !LB «LS 

particle models for 0 end 0 * For 0 the four alpha particles are 

assumed to fora a symmetric semi-rigid tetrahedron with harmonic forces 

“between the particles* fhe various excitation energies may he attri¬ 

buted to either vibrational or rotational modes of oscillation* fhe 

requirement that the alpha particles obey Bose statistics gives to 

the wave function a symmetry which allows approximately the same number, 

of excited states as have been observed experimentally* Parameters 

available in this model are adjusted so as to give energies of excita¬ 

tion* spina* and parities which agree with experimental data for a lim¬ 

ited number of levels* 

M excited state recently reported by Sherr and Hornyak and by 

2 16 
Wilkinson ■ ©t ta at approximately 8*86 Kev in O' ‘ is not satisfactorily 

accounted for by the alpha particle model, in its present stage of de¬ 

velopment3*4. A state at 1*45 Kev of excitation in F19 has been re- 
c* 

ported, by foppel gt. al * Although this region of excitation had been 

investigated* no previous data had been interpreted as indicating the 

existence of such a state* 

fhe current experiment was designed to seek confirmation of the 

states at 1.45 Kev of excitation in F19 and at 8*86 Kev of excitation 

in 0 by different methods than those used in previous investigations* 

la addition to the study of reaction products obtained by bom¬ 

barding F19 with protons* this thesis contains the results of a study 

65 
of excited states at about 1*6 Kev and below in 6u * Considerable 
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evidence has been reported from gamma ray analysis for states at 1*1 

and 1*5 Mev of excitation in this nucleus* However, previous attempts 

to confirm the existence of these states hy analysis of inelastioally 

scattered protons have produced no conclusive results * 

Sfhis nucleus is of special interest due to its separation by only 

one proton from the closed shell of 28 protons* From the viewpoint of 
63 

the shell theory it would be rather disturbing if Cu should have five 
Q 

states below 1*6 Mev of excitation while none could be observed for 

^65 ' ' 

vU * 

A recent modification of the target assembly of the Bice Insti¬ 

tute annular magnetic spectrometer, which lowered the background for 

inelastic proton scattering to 10-20 microbamo per storadian, made it 
65 

seem profitable to attempt further study of the Ou nucleus. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Sauipment 

The Rice Institute 6 Mev Tan de Graaff accelerator was used as 

the source of bombarding particles for these experiments. The beam of 

particles emerges from the vertical accelerating column and isithen 

analysed by means of a 90° magnet powered by means of a d.c, motor- 

generator unit. The bombarding energy for each experiment is deter¬ 

mined by analysis of particles scattered elastically from target nuclei 

and from contaminants such as carbon and oxygen, which are deposited on 

the target during the course of bombardment* It is therefore unneces¬ 

sary to have an extremely accurate calibration of the analyzing magnet, 

but only a method of monitoring its field so that it may be maintained 

at a constant value* A nuclear resonance device which has both lithium 

nuclei and protons available in the probe is used in conjunction with 

a U.S. Army Signal Corps signal generator and an oscilloscope to 

monitor the magnetic field. 

The annular magnetic spectrometer used to analyze the reaction 

products, its operation, and the procedures followed In the analysis 

8 9 10 
of data have been described in detail by Klema , Hamularo , Gossett » 

7 
and Spencer . The reaction products are observed at 180° to the inci¬ 

dent beam after having been deflected through 180* la the uniform field 

of the magnet. The beam of incident particles enters the magnet hori¬ 

zontally through a set of adjustable defining slits. A great deal of 

care lias been exercised to reduc e the background at the detector when 

inelastic scattering experiments are performed. The low background is 

obtained by using a slit system and target assembly which prevent in- 
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cosing particles from striking heavy material in the immediate vicinity 

of the target* fhe slit system also prevents particles originating out¬ 

side the immediate vicinity of the target from reaching the detector* 

For the experiments considered hors the detector consisted of Ilford S3 

nuclear track plates inclined at an angle of 13,5® from the horizontal# 

fhe spectrometer is powered by a d*c* aotor-generator unit whose 

output Is varied by controlling the current in the generator’s field 

ii^^oils*,.;^:proton moment device 1© used to measure the magnetic field, * 

gK^eSp^eeedure used previously to determine • the frequency of tho oscil**- 

tune the oscillator so that the heat note hetweehi;|ish^| 

:f|'|p^jmen,ic -frequeacy produced by a U.S, Army Signal Corps 

he observed on .an oscilloscope. During the preSeatyj|?per“ 

|||i|^bh;|Sb© procedure' for measuring the oscillator fre^h#';hah|^|en||:| 

fI^H^Ified by use of a Eevlett-Pactord frequency meter idiioh\g|^|||||||; 

IlMyllshht fj^queacy'i^^ing for input frequencies between 10 cycles/dec;;’ 

A cathode follower is uoed to couplo the 

:H;::;|pa^:;Sscillator to’the frequency meter, A Selsyn ilotor ;syet^^^^ff 

:^;;rhiSovheen installed.'to permit tuning of the oscillator from thevreoefei. 

control panol of the Yan do Craaff accelerator* fhese »odifiC£it;i<5Et;|| 

,reduce^ the time required to change the magnetic field settings 

y-^^bpu^the speotiwoeter is used for experiments which produce dajjg^c^;;v 

:radisttion, will reduce., the time during Which the. operator must/^|«V:;||'' 

exposed to the radiation. 

Analysis of Data 

2hs classical non-relativistic expression for the energy of a 

particle emitted from the compound nucleus is* 

5 



M-Mi+m,Wx*QsZ0 £ 

Mz 1 

where Sj_ =• ener&r of the bombarding particle, 

®3 = energy of the emitted particle, 

m0 ^ mass of the target nucleus, 

mi = mass of the incident particle, 

Bg a-mass of the emitted particle, 

m3 s maea of the residual nucleus, 

Mr- ®ag$ of the compound nucleus, 

0 - angle between the directions of the incident particle 

and the emitted particle, and. 

ft c energy released in the reaction# 

la practice* the angle © is nearly equal to ISO®. It Is there** 

fore practical to compute 2g assuming © to beexaetly 180° and then 

add a small correction factor, this correction footer is given by: 

A c z E: N 

•^£'“ I ^.rn^rn, ’ (2.) 
I (m.Mfa]V,5' / 

where °< is the difference in radians between 6 and 180®, mid B| is the 

uncorrected energy# fhe non-relativiotio equation for Eg, with ©=180® 

becomes* ' ' 

nt.Wi+W.Wip- + mJ-Q- /■g.+g’f-SIV (3) 
F, -—jjtt, +7f-« M M^J • 

She procedure of using a formula which is approximately correct 

and then adding a small correction factor is also used to account for 

relativistic effecta. This correction factor for the non-relativistic 

value of Eg isi 

6 
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Solving equation (3) for (l# which io usually the quantity to he deter- 

slued experimentally* gives: 

masses are usually well known, therefore# since 32^ Is deter¬ 

mined from the analysis of elastically scattered particles# and Eg is 

calculated from knowledge of the magnetic field strength and the 

geometry of the equipment* one may determine Q. 

Approximate values are obtained for reaction cross sections at 

180° from a knowledge of the solid angle of acceptance of the epec- 

trosator and the thickness of the target material, the target thick¬ 

ness is estimated from knowledge of Si/dx for the material and the 

half width of the particle groups observed at the detector. She only 

case for which cross sections have been computed is that for which the 

target thickness causes a greater spread in energy at the detector than 

does the finite width of the target struck by the beam. In this case 

the approximate cross section is given by: 

whore S a number of particle tracks per microscope sweep , 

n a number of electronic charges per incident particle , 

I r number of units registered by the current integrator , 

0 - number of micro coulombs per current integrator unit, 

w s width of the microscope sweep, 

1 
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A - photographic plate width in Kev, 
' ■ 2 

S - target thickness in atoms per ‘’j^'-Kev-cn , and. 

axn - thickness of target material such that the energy lose 

of the bombarding particle in that thickness plus the 

energy loss of the: emitted particle in the same thicks* 

ness totals 1 Key. 

gargets 

gargets for the f,3^(p*oO0^ and ^(P*PO^ reactions were pre¬ 

pared hy evaporation of Oaf onto thin carbon and nickel foils. Boa- 

hording energies of 5.076 and 5,207 Mev were used in obtaining two 

spectra for the above reactions, ghe target used for the spectrum at 

5,075 Mev was on a 0,3 mg per cm carbon foil* and was approximately 

15 Kev thick to the incident protons, for the spectrum at 5»20?Mev 

tho backing materlalvae 4 micro inch nickel foil# and the target materi¬ 

al was less than 6 Kev thick to the incident beam. 

ghree spectra were obtained of protons scattered inelaotically 
/*e 

from Cu. Spectra were obtained at 4.977 and 5,386 Mev using a target 

65 
which consisted of a self-supporting copper foil of 98,16 percent Cu ♦ 

this target was 20 to 25 Kev thick to the incident protons* A third 

spectrum was taken at a bombarding ©ner©r of 6.103 Mev. In addition# 

several partial spectra were obtained at bombarding energies near 5 Mev. 

ghe targets in these cases were approximately 8 Kev thick to the inci¬ 

dent protons# and were prepared by evaporating copper enriched to 98,16 

percent in Cu onto 4 microinch nickel foil, ghe enriched copper Iso¬ 

tope was purchased from Oak Ridge National laboratory in the form of 

CuO, ghe CuO decomposed when heated# leaving most of the copper# in 

8 



metallic fora, on the tantalum heating element* Shis metallic copper 

m@ then evaporated to fora the target used. 

9 
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Alpha particle spectra obtained at bombarding energies of 5.075 

and 6*307 Mev are shown in figures 1 and 3 respectively. Both spectra 
• ■. 

correspond to energies of excitation between 6 and 9 Mev in the 0 

nucleus, q values* levels of excitation, and approximate cross sec¬ 

tions for the reaction are given in fable 2* fhe cross sections show 

are expected to be accurate only to within a factor of two* 

fhe low intensity of alpha particles from the pair emitting state 

at 6*06 Mev of excitation caused difficulty in determining the posi¬ 

tions of the leading edges of the groups, and therefore it was necess¬ 

ary to assign a relatively large probable error to the q value for that 

state* ■ 

A ground state q value of 8.124 ±0.007 Mev, which was calculated 

by hi et al; has been assumed in computing the energies of excitation* 

Accurate determinations of the q values for the states reported her© 

have been obtained by studies of the reaction, fhe deter¬ 

minations which were male with an accuracy comparable with that of the 

present Work agree quite well with the values obtained here* from the 

analysis of alpha particles, Chao ot al obtained q values of 2.061 

± 0*010, 1.977* 0.008, 1.204 * 0.008, and 1*003 ±0.^38 Mev. from the 

analysis of gamma radiation freeman reports q values of 1,970± 0.009, 

1.200 * 0.010, and 0.996*0.010 Mev. Sherr and Eornyak report evi¬ 

dence for a state at 8.85*0.02 Mev from a study of protons scattered 

inelastically from 0 and the associated gamma radiation, fhls state 
2 

has also been investigated by Wilkenson et, UL , who obtained an exCita- 

10 
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TABIB 1 
't 

Excited Boa- 
Modena 'barding 

Energy 
(Me*?) 

O*6 ■ 5*075 
5.307 

6.075 
6?S07 

5.076 
,- 5.807 

5.076 
- 5.807 

5.075 
5.807 

I?19 6*076 
6.207 

6.075 
6.207 

5.076 
5.207 

Energy 
of 
State 
(MOT) 

Q ?alue 
(MOT) 

6.0549 
6.0676 

2.0691 
2.0564 

6,1377 
6.1436 

1.9863 
1.9804 

6.9899 
6.9833 

1.1941 
1.2007 

7.1204 
7.1340 

1*0036 
1.0000 

8*8747 
8.8801 

-0,7607 
-0.7661 

0.0000 
0.0000 

0,0000 
0,0000 . 

*>"
»**

* 
* 

o 11
 

-1.3437 
-1.3403 

1.4585 
1.4540 

-1*4586 
-1,4540 

1,6525 
1.5511 

-1.6525 
-1.6611 

Percent Crone 
of Section 
©round (rib per 
State eter.) 

# 0,2 
# 0.2 

# 6 
# 4 ; 

# 2 
$ 5 

#■ 6 
■# . 6 

2 
3 

100 24 
100 40 

48 24 
19 13 

SB 13 
16 0 

39 21 
36 13 

5.075 
5.307 

# - Ho ground state group analysed* 
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fcion energy of 8,87± 0*03 Kay from a study of gamma radiation follow¬ 

ing bombardment of f5,9 with protons* Previously determined <i values 

for the lower excited states were need by wilkenson in determining 

14 
the above energy of excitation. Heoent work by Squires et , 

who studied alpha particles from the F^(p,*)0*S reaction by magnetic 

analysis, yielded ^ values of 3.059, 1.979, 1.190, 0.990, end -0.764 

Key for the states observed during the present investigation. 

Any additional alpha particl^v|ronpst corresponding to excitations 

of from 6 to 9 Key, which originated from reactions haying cross sec¬ 

tions of as much as 0*8 aillfbams per stera^ian would have "been ob¬ 

served. It might he reasonably assumed, however, that groups with 

cross sections as low as half this value would have been observed. 

fhe proton spectra obtained from bombardment of f*® with protons 

of 5*078 and 6,207 Mev are shown in figures 8 and 4 respectively, the 

data obtained are shown in fable 1* the primary purpose in studying 

' 19 ' 
these proton groups was to seek confirmation of a state in f at 1.45 

Key of excitation, which was recently detected by analysis of the 

goma radiation following proton bombardment of flourine. Other work 

with gamma radiation has indicated the possibility of excited states at 

0,9i0,l and 2.2* 0.1 Kev * proton groups from both such states 

would have appeared in the spectrum obtained at a bombarding energy of 

5.075 Key if the cross sections associated with them were as much as 

IQ percent of those aasoeiated with the states in the vicinity of 1,5 

Mev of excitation* Ho evidence for such states appears in that spect¬ 

rum* In the spectrum obtained at an incident proton energy of 6*207 

14 
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MOT proton groups appear which could he due to excited states at 2*23 

and 2*34 Mev in r19. Those groups are identified by (A) aad (B) re¬ 

spectively in figure 4* Their widths indicate that they could he 

assigned to calcium, nickel* or flourlne* since they appeared at only 

one bombarding energy their assignment to a specific, nucleus was not 

possible* 
' ■ ■ . .  i . ■ : 

Bo proton groups appeared which could he shown to he due to states 

in f in the region of excitation between 1*35 end 3*33 MOT* She far* 

Ions unidentified peaks appearing in figure 4 have tenatively been 

assigned to reactions in the nickel hacking* 

The energies of excitation determined in this experiment for the 

states at 1*34* 1.45, end 1*53 Mev are in excellent agreement with the 

values obtained hy feppel et al * reporting comparable accuracy from 

the analysis of gamma rays* The values ohtained in that study were 

1*342±0*010* 1*453±0*010* and 1*351 ±0*010 Mev* Squires J&, al1^ 

have recently studied protons scattered inelastically from flourlne and 
■ ' ' . . ;■ • ' ; ■ * > , . ' ; ■■ 

obtained exoitation energies of 1*360 ±0*003# 1.483±0.003* and 1*658 

±0*003 Mev* 

lo additional states having reaction cress sections of as much as 

0*6 milXSharns per steradian* a&||80* at the bombarding energies used* 

exist in between those listed above and an excitation of 2*33 Kev* 

If the proton groups (A) and (B) do not correspond to excited states in 

flourlne the upper limit of the cross section for excitation of possible 

states may be reduced to 0*30 sillibams per steradian* As in the case 
■ ■ . 'Kf. . <■ ' ■' 

of the alpha particle spectra, it is reasonable to assume that a state 

having a cross section of half the above value would have been observed* 

17 
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Shorn in Figures 5, 6# and 7 are proton spectra obtained at "bom¬ 

barding energies of 4.977, 5,386, and 5.102 Mev respectively, She data 
• >' 

obtained are shorn in fable II. She self supporting foil used as the 

target, while obtaining the first two of these spectra, had become rather 

badly contaminated with carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, making it diffi¬ 

cult to investigate the existence of states which had been previously 

reported at approximately 1*1 and 1.5 Kev of excitation » (Refer¬ 

ence 16 contains a table summarising the results of previous invest!- 

gations of the Cu°° nucleus* fhe excitation values reported for the 

above states are: (a) 1.110, 1.11, 1.12, 1,1, and 1.13 Bovs and (b) 

1,67, 1.49, 1*47, and 1,53 iiev,) 

In the spectrum shorn in Figure 6 there appears to be some evi¬ 

dence for a proton group between those groups corresponding to elastic 

IS 14 
scattering from 0 and B . A calculation of the energy of excitation 

65 
in 0u which would give such a group indicates a level at 1*10 Mew 

Shis value was used to determine the bombarding energy used in obtain¬ 

ing the spectrum shown in Figure 7, 

A disturbing fact about the group in Figure 7 indicated as being 

65 ' 
due to a state at 1,112 Kev of excitation la Cu is its separation 

13 
from the C elastic group from the front of the target* fhis separ¬ 

ation is that which would be expected between contaminant peaks from.: / 

the front and back of the target, as determined from examination of 

12 16 
the doublet structure of the 0 and 0 elastic groups. 

65 
Figure 8 shows the results of a series of bombardments of a Cu 

target, fhe increase of incident proton energy through a range of 0.43 

18 
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SABLE SI 

Baited ■Bos* Energy 4 Value Percent Gross 
nucleus Warding of (Mev) of Section 

Energy State Ground (sib; per 
' * (Mev> (Mev) State ster,) 

0a6S 4,977 0.0000 0.0000 100 34 
•6.386 0,0000 0.0000 100 34 : 

6,102 0.0000 o.ooco 100 33 

■4,977 0,7683 <*0*7683 0*4 0,17 
6,386 6,7683 -0,7683 0.8 0,14 
6,103 0*7688 -0.7688 0.4 0,30 

6,102 1*1136 -1.1136 0,7 0,33 
‘4*889 1*1108 -1.1105 ■ f 0,32 
'4,973 1.1078 -1.1078 # . 0*30 
5,319a 1,1140 -1.1140 # 0,20 
5.319b 1,1133 —1*1133 # 0,30 

6,103 1,6336 -1.6236 0,4 0.34 
6.319 1.6367 -1,6267 # 1.2 

# - Ho ground state group analysed* 
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65 
lev moves the proton group due to the 0u 1.11 Kev excited state to 

higher B/o values with respect to the 0 elastic group* showing that 

the group is due to a reaction involving a nucleus of much greater 

sass than CTS or H14. 

M additional partial spectrum* also shown in figure 8, was taken 

at a hoabarding energy of 5.319 lev* fhis spectrum was planned'to 

cover the region of excitation in the Ou nucleus where a weak group 

of protons appears in figure 7. fhis group* corresponding to 1.62 lev 

/yOf;,excitation, is much more Intense In figure 8 than in figure 7. fhis 

greatly increased intensity is apparently due to a resonance effect in 

■;-;the cdapotmd. nucleus. 

v//-^:;; :-;fhe spectra of figures 5* 6* and 7 show proton groups correspond- 

ling/to',a state at 0.77 lev of excitation in Ou . fhis state has not 

^ been previously observed with an accuracy comparable to that obtained 

::in,,the; present work* A gamma ray of 0*815 Mev has been observed 

which may correspond to this state* another interpretation which could 

/be,placed on such radiation would be to consider it as aria leg from & 

transition between the state at 1*62 lev and the state at 0*77 Mev* 

She proton groups which are unidentified in figure 4 correspond to 
:V> 58 
excitations Of 1.15, 2.15, 2.27, 2.45, 2.62, end 2.78 lev in Si * 

fhes© groups had previously been observed by Spencer • It is thought 

that at least one of these, probably the one at 1*15 lev, is due to an 
RP 

excited state in Hi . Such a state would be expected on the basis of 

the shell theory and comparison with known states in Hi®® and Hi®^ at 

24 



1*45 end 1*33 Mev respectively* farther investigation of the nickel 

nuclei is in progress, vith the use of separated isotopes* 

25 



IV. C0HCUJS3I0BS 

3?he primary information obtained in the investigations discussed 

ill this thesis is summarised in Sable HI. 

Confirmation has been obtained for states at 6*05 , 6.14, 6.93, and 

16 1 

8*88 Me? of excitation in 0 * Shese include three of the four states 

*1*&iaIly;t6Bea to set up the alpha particle iss4Blr:fcii results definitely 

show that there is a state at 8.88 Mev of excitation which must be 

explained by a successful model* An extensive discussion of this state 

and its relation to the alpha particle model has been given by 

2 
Wilkinson et al . 

Uxoited states at 1.34, 1.46, and 1.65 Kev la have been con~ 

firmed by inelastic proton scattering. Considerable doubt is east on 

15 
the existence of a state at 0.9 Me? , and the existence of a state at 

3.83 Me? is left open to question* Gamma radiation of 0.9 llev might 

be. explained by a transition between a state at 2*23 He? and the well 

known state at 1*35 Kev* 
' 65 ■ ■ 

An excited state has been shown to exist at 0.77 llev in Cu * 

Confirmation has been obtained for the existence of states at 1*11 and 

1*63 Me? of excitation, and an accurate determination has been made of 

their energies* Comparison of the above states with those at 0*67, 
65 

0*96, and 1.33 llev of excitation in Cu gives further causa for confi¬ 

dence in the predictions of the shell theory# since those states now 

SB 
known to exist In Cu show a one to one correspondence to the first 

63 
three excited states in Cu * 

Ividence has been obtained for the existence of excited states 

26 



mss .in; 

Excited 
nucleus 

Heaction 
Studied 

Energy of 
Excited 
State 
(Msv) 

Q, Value 
(liw) 

Approx, Cross 
Section, at 
5 Me? 
(s5 per star*) 

Q16 
/

9
<PWO

16 6,000 ±0,017 2,083 ±0,015 0.2 

6.141 ±0.011 1,983 ±0,008 . . 6 ■ 

6.987 ±0.011 1.197 ±0,008 3 

7,182 ±0,011 1,002 ±0,008 6 

8,877 ±0,011 -0.753 ±0.008 2 

tl9(p#p*)f19 1*343 ±0.005 -1.343 ±0*005 ' 18 ; ■ 

1,457 ±0,005 -1,457 i 0*005 9 

1,653 ±0.005 -1«5S3± 0,005 17 

Cu65 0U65(P*P,)0U65O*768± 0,004 -0,768 ±0,004 0,3 

1,11310,004 -1,112 ±0*004 0,2 

1,621 ±0,005 «i*621± 0,005 0,2 - 1,2 

Hi ia(psp')Ei . 1*16 ±0,03 -1,16 ±0.03 

3,16 ±0,03 -2»16± 0*03 1 

2.28 ±0,03 -2,28 ±0.03 f 

2.46 ±0,03 -2*46 ±0.03 

2,63 ±0.03 -3*63 ±0.03 

2,79 ±0,03 -2.79 ±0,03 
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at approximately 1*16, 2,16* 3.28* 2,46, 2,63, and 2,79 Hev in unspec¬ 

ified stable isotopes of nickel. 
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